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CM M K Stalin also
inaugurated Ampere
Electric Vehicles
Mega Site at Ranipet.
The site is part of the
INR 700 crore
investment roadmap
by Greaves Electric
Mobility.

On 23 November 2021, the Tamil Nadu government signed MoUs with 59
companies in different sectors during the Investors Conclave organised by the
Industries Department in Coimbatore. Among the signed MoUs, there were many
focused on bringing electric mobility projects to the state. 

TVS Motor Company, which has a factory in Hosur, will invest Rs 1,200 crore over
four years for setting up an e-scooter factory in Krishnagiri. 

Electric 2W maker Simple Energy to set up two units in Krishnagiri and Dharmapuri
districts at an investment of Rs 1,000 crore.

OEM Raptee Energy to invest Rs. 470 Crore in Tamil Nadu over the course of 8 years.

EV Charging solutions company Magenta will invest close to Rs. 250 crores in the
state and set up a manufacturing unit focused on the design, product development
and architecture standards for EV technologies.

Electric charging infrastructure company Zeon Charging will invest Rs 250 crore in
setting up 400 EV chargers across the state over a period of five years.

Notably, two of the most prominent EV companies in India - Ather Energy and Ola
Electric already have their manufacturing units set up in Hosur. Ather has announced
that they are commissioning a second manufacturing plant in Hosur, going
from 120,000 units per year at the current facility to 400,000 units per year.

Companies from the
EV ecosystem who
signed the MoUs.
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MHI, under Phase-II of FAME India Scheme, has supported about 1.65 lakhs EVs as
of Nov 25, 2021, by way of demand Incentive amounting to about Rs. 564 crores.

6,315 electrical buses have been sanctioned to various State/City Transport
Undertakings under Phase-II of the Scheme.

The Ministry has sanctioned 2,877 EV Charging Stations amounting to nearly Rs
500 Crore in 68 cities across 25 States/UTs. Also, 1576 charging stations
amounting to almost Rs. 108 crores across 9 Expressways and 16 Highways have
been sanctioned under the scheme. 

In a written reply by the Minister of State for Heavy Industries (MHI), Krishan Pal Gurjar,
in Lok Sabha on Nov 30, 2021, the following data was shared - 

FAME 2 Progress Card

Delhi Government cabinet minister Kailash Gehlot announced that Electric Light
Commercial Vehicles (L5N & N1) have been exempted from any prohibition from plying
& idle parking on identified roads during ‘No Entry’ Hours. In another bid to promote the
EVs, the government will allow old diesel vehicles to be converted to electric
vehicles through empanelled electric kit manufacturers. This will enable vehicles to
continue plying in Delhi beyond 10 yrs.
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BATTERY SAFETY
STANDARDS IN INDIA
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Automotive Industry Standards in India under CMVR

1. AIS 038 Rev 1 (2015) – Vehicle Safety

Regulatory Standards Associated with Vehicle Battery Safety

Set-up by the Ministry of Road Transport & Highways under Central Motor Vehicle Rules
in February 2015, an amendment was later added to the standard in December 2017. 

This standard prescribes the requirements only for the construction and functional
safety of Electric Power Train Vehicles for L, M and N categories. The standard is
prepared in line with the UN R100 Rev 2-Part 1 (A United Nations regulations
requirement for electric vehicles). Specification and tests include protection against
electric shock, protection against direct and indirect contact, protection against water
effects, markings, functional safety etc.
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2. AIS 048 (2009) - Battery Safety

This standard covers Traction Battery safety requirements
for L, M & N category vehicles (Including E-Rickshaw/E-Cart).
It mainly covers the following two types of testing:

Short Circuit Test  
Over-charge Test 

Electrical Abuse Test (typically done at cell level)

Vibration test 
Mechanical Shock Test 
Roll-over Test (open-type batteries, not applicable for Lithium-ion batteries) 
Penetration Test

Mechanical Abuse Test (typically done at module or pack level)

In AIS 048, a single-cell nail penetration test is done at the cell level and sometimes it is
difficult for high energy density cells e.g. NMC and NCA cells to comply with the nail
penetration requirement. It was one of the main reasons, some changes were
introduced to the regulation as described below.

3. AIS 038 Rev 2 (2020) - M&N Category

AIS 038 Rev 2 was prepared in September 2020 with an amendment added on July
2021. It was prepared with considerable assistance from GTR 20 (Global Technical
Regulation) and ECE R100 Rev 3.  This test is for M and N category vehicles and does not
cater to the 2Ws and 3Ws.

This standard takes a system-level safety approach, i.e. the battery and the vehicle are
considered a single unit. The standard is used to make an assessment from a functional
safety point of view to ascertain the Automotive Safety Integrity Level and protection
from thermal runaway.

4. AIS 156 (2020) - L Category 

This standard prescribes the safety requirements with respect to the electric power
train of motor vehicles and Rechargeable Electrical Energy Storage System (REESS) of L
category vehicles (including 2W, 3W, quad cycles). It was prepared in September 2020
with considerable effects from UN R136 regulations. The standard takes a system-level
approach and covers both vehicle electrical safety and REESS safety.
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New vs Old Regulations

Compared with the previous regulation, AIS-048, the new regulations AIS-038 Rev 2/AIS-
156 were significantly changed in terms of the regulatory framework, technical
requirements, and test methods. The previous regulation AIS-048 could test at the cell,
module, and battery pack levels; however, no environmental test item was included. The
new regulations AIS-038 Rev 2/AIS-156 are equivalent to EU standards and include
environmental and thermal propagation tests. The test objects are the battery system,
subsystem and the entire vehicle. Besides, the nail penetration was removed in the new
regulations, which was the most concerning test item before.

We would like to thank Mr Manoj Desai, General Manager at ARAI for providing above
information on the current regulatory standards for battery safety in India.

AIS - Automotive Industry
Standards

REESS - Rechargeable
Electrical Energy Storage
System

CMVR - Central Motor
Vehicle Rules
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Ahmedabad - Cargo Motors
Bangalore and Vijayawada - PPS Motors
Chennai - KUN Auto Group
Hyderabad - Mody Group
Kochi - EVM Autokraft
New Delhi and Mumbai - Landmark Automobiles

BYD India has roped in the following dealers for eight key cities -

BYD India is launching a premium electric MPV, the e6, for the B2B segment. The EV   is
equipped with the 71.7 kWh Blade Battery with a WLTC (city) range of 520km and a
WLTC (combined) range of 415 km. It comes with a battery cell warranty of 8
Years/500,000 km. Ex-showroom price - Rs. 29,60,000 inclusive of 7kW charger.

Delhi based Euler Motors has raised
an additional $10 Million led by QRG
Investments and Holdings. Euler has
raised a total of $21.6 Million since its
inception in 2018. The company plans
to raise a further $50 Million in its
Series B round in 2022. The company
plans to utilise these funds to scale up
the production capacity needed to
deliver 2,500 strong order book for its
recently launched HiLoad EV.

EV charging platform  ElectricPe  has raised $3 million in a seed round led by Blume
Ventures and Micelio Fund. Founded in May 2021 by Avinash Sharma and Raghav Rohila,
ElectricPe plans to partner with a nationwide network of stakeholders such as OEMs and
independent charge point operators and create a  common platform to help users 
discover charging points and transact with them. 
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Omega Seiki Mobility, in partnership with battery-tech startup Log9 Materials, has
introduced Rage+ Rapid EV that claims to be India’s fastest charging electric 3W with a
35 min charging time. The company claims that batteries are designed to work
between operating temperatures of -30°C to +60°C, allowing up to 40,000 charge-
discharge cycles and 10+ years of battery life. 

Range of 90km+ per charge
6kWh battery pack
5-year vehicle warranty and 6-
year battery warranty. 
₹1 lakh buy back guarantee
within 5 years (after the
purchase). 
 Starts at ex-showroom price of
₹3.59 lakh.

Bounce launched its electric
scooter Bounce Infinity on
Dec 2nd, 2021. Deliveries to
start from March 2022. Price
without battery starts at
INR 36,000 and customers will
be able to choose a battery
rental plan. Top speed - 65 km
per hour, Range - 85 km under
standard testing conditions. 50
km on-road range on power
mode and 65 km on eco mode.

To that end, Bounce has entered a strategic partnership with Park+ to set up 3,500
battery swapping stations across 10 cities. Bounce says that this solution will help
customers save nearly 40% on purchase cost compared to other electric scooters.
Notably, Bounce has acquired a 100% stake in OEM 22Motors, in a deal that includes
latter's intellectual property and manufacturing unit in Bhiwadi, Rajasthan.
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LITHIUM MARKET MIGHT GO INTO
DEFICIT FROM 2022 - BENCHMARK
MINERAL INTELLIGENCE

The raw material prices for Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have been
on a constant rise for the last 6 months. We caught up with
Manish Dua, Principal consultant at Benchmark Mineral
Intelligence, to understand the trend, underlying causes, and
forecast for the coming year. 

What are Benchmark’s observations about lithium-ion cell prices and raw
material prices over the last year?

Copyright © 2021 EVreporter. All rights reserved. EVreporter | Intelligence. Research. Consulting.

Let's talk about lithium
first. Lithium carbonate is
typically used in LFP
batteries. The price for
Lithium carbonate in
China has reached the
$29,000 - 30,000 mark as
highlighted in our mid-
November price
assessment, i.e. an
increase of more than
300% on a YTD basis. 

We have seen exceptional domestic Chinese demand for LFP cathode material
over the course of 2021, a price dynamic that could maintain on the back of
indications from key automakers such as Tesla, Ford, Volkswagen, and Mercedes that
base range models will utilise LFP-based cells. Lithium hydroxide is typically used in
the Nickel rich batteries. The price of Lithium Carbonate and Lithium Hydroxide have
both moved in sync with each other, with the former registering slightly higher numbers. 

Every major automotive OEM has made significant commitments to fleet electrification
over the coming decade. Industry commitments are now being supported by a more
global policy push to support clear energy and protect the interests of domestic
automotive industries. Incentives and stimulus packages have been rolled out. Over the
last 18 months, we have seen a rising trend in the prices for LIB raw materials.

Source: Benchmark Mineral Intelligence
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Average pricing for
hydroxide EXW China in
the first half of
November increased
marginally, by 0.5%, to
$29,825/tonne - ranging
between $28,725-
$30,925 per tonne.

What about other raw materials on the cathode side?

Materials like Nickel
Sulphate have also seen a
price increase. Nickel Sulphate
price is linked to Nickel getting
traded at the London Metal
Exchange (LME). Similarly, the
prices for Cobalt Hydroxide
and Cobalt Sulphate trade at
premiums or discounts to
cobalt traded at LME. Looking
ahead, Benchmark projects
that sulphate prices could
experience further downside

Iron ore prices have also risen, although they have come back sharply over the last
month and a half as China is planning to shut down or restrain steel production, given
the upcoming Winter Olympics. But they are still at very high levels compared to the
prices 12 to 15 months ago or before the pandemic. Alongside these major raw
materials, we have also seen a price increase, particularly for fringe elements such
as binders, additives and other components. These prices have also gone up over the
last six to nine months.

pressure in the coming weeks, on improved raw material availability, with any downside
pressure likely to be limited by robust exchange pricing.

Source: Benchmark Mineral Intelligence

Source: Benchmark Mineral Intelligence
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How about the trend on the anode side?

On the anode side of things, there are two raw materials that are typically used. One is
Natural flake graphite and then you concentrate it and spheroidize it. Typically for these
materials, a lot of capacity is already in place. Sharp price movements haven't been
observed on the anode side.

What is the main reason behind these soaring raw materials prices?

There are two issues. One is supply-demand given the huge upsurge in announcements
as well as battery manufacturers trying to shore up their lithium carbonate and
lithium hydroxide supplies and pick up any available material. The second
reason is the inflationary pressures impacting the cost. The carbonate and hydroxide
refiners are trying to increase the prices to factor in the inflationary pressures coming
from increasing raw material costs and the costs.

Energy costs have gone up, particularly over the last three to four months. The coal
cost has gone up, natural gas prices have gone up, and so has labour cost. To absorb
those costs, Li carbonate and hydroxide manufacturers have tried to pass some on to
the cathode makers, which would further be passed on to the OEMs.

How do you see that trend evolve over the next year 2022?

We at Benchmark have been predicting that the Lithium market could
potentially go into deficit from next year onwards. In that case, the prices
might go further up from the current levels. 

What do you mean by a Lithium deficit - as in there won’t be enough
Lithium to go around?

The demand is going up, supply is trailing behind. It takes 5 to 7 years for a mine to
get operational from the time a deposit is discovered. The facilities to process the ore
and convert it into chemicals, i.e. hydroxides and carbonates, take 2-3 years to come
up. Further, you make cathodes and anodes using these raw materials, and such plants
have a commissioning period of further 2 to 3 years. So the longest lead time in this
supply chain is the upstream part - exploration and mining. From 2021 to 2022, we see
a more than 20% demand growth in Lithium while the growth in supply remains low.
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Are Nickel and Cobalt upstream chains placed better than Lithium?

For the time being, Nickel and Cobalt upstream chains are placed better than Lithium.
However, going forward, as the demand from battery manufacturers keeps growing at
this rate, these could also go into deficit in the near future.

So for the upcoming two to three years, do you see the prices of batteries
rise for the OEMs? 

We at Benchmark have been predicting this. The battery prices were on a downward
trend till 2019-2020, but this may not be sustainable for the near future. Over the last
12 months, the price increase in raw material has been too much for the market to
take, and now the battery manufacturers are passing on the increasing prices of raw
materials to the OEMs. For the first time, you're seeing chatter in the market
that battery prices are being quoted at a higher rate compared to the past.

One factor why battery prices had been decreasing earlier was the
advancement in technology and energy density. Would that not offset the
prices in near future?

Yes, we have seen improvements in the cell to pack technology as you rightly pointed
out, but it would be interesting to see how technological and energy density
improvements' deflationary impact would stack up against raw material prices'
inflationary effects.

Manish Dua is a Principal Consultant at Benchmark Mineral Intelligence focusing on strategic
advisory - forecasting, pricing, cost curves, sourcing and offtakes, on lithium ion batteries,
cathodes, anodes and critical raw materials supply chains to Governments, investors and
OEMs. Prior to this, Manish worked with EY, where he was working as a Senior Consultant in
the Strategy & Transactions vertical focusing on Cleantech, Utilities, Metals & Mining and other
Infrastructure sectors. 

About the author
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Electric 2W maker Simple Energy
announced the completion of a USD 21
million pre-series investment round. The
round was driven by the company's current
investors and board members, Manish Bharti
of UiPath and Raghunath Subramanian, Non-
Executive Chairman, UiPath India,
respectively. This round also witnessed
participation from Sattva Group, Athiyas
Group and several high net-worth individuals
(HNIs). Founded in 2019, Simple Energy
had launched its flagship electric scooter,
the Simple One electric scooter, on 15th
August 2021.

Power Global has announced a strategic partnership to supply its eZee swappable
lithium-ion battery technology to auto-rickshaw manufacturer Rap Eco Motors for
its electric three-wheeler product line RANIE, which includes L3 and L5 models of a
passenger auto-rickshaw, delivery van and cargo vehicle. Following an initial product
launch in April 2022, the companies aim to manufacture 50,000 electric 3Ws over the
next five years. Rap Eco Motors is a subsidiary of Ard Group, a manufacturer and
exporter of auto-rickshaws with production facilities in Hyderabad.

UAE based British EV manufacturer ONE
MOTO announced launching its electric
2Ws in India. ONE MOTO Technologies
signed a dealership and distribution
contract with CS Group for expansion
throughout India. ONE MOTO already has
a presence in UK, UAE, Kenya and KSA.
The company showcased its 2Ws Byka
and Electa at a recently held exhibition at
Bangalore International Exhibition Center
in Nov 2021 and is currently accepting
bookings for another electric 2W
Commuta through its website. 
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BANGA100 HIGH CURRENT CONNECTOR
FOR ELECTRIC 2WS AND 3WS BY CHOGORI 

Power Rating - 630V DC 

Signal Rating -  100V DC

>3,000 mating cycles with the help

of patented power contacts in

silver/gold plating 

PA66 fiber glass reinforced housing

IP66/67 rating

The connector can be cabled using

10, 16 & 25mm² to discharge from

60A to 100A

Founded in 2007, Chogori Technology Co. Ltd. designs and manufactures a wide range
of environmentally sealed and rugged connectors for harsh environments and outdoor
applications. The high technology enterprise integrates design, R&D, manufacturing,
sales and technical services, has a team of 700 employees and 38,000 square feet of
production space.

Chogori applies Toyota's Lean management philosophy and has established
International Industry Standard Laboratory, where all products are validated according
to USCAR2 & 37 specifications and DFMEA validation as per customer requirement.

Chogori has introduced its latest high current connector, Banga100 for use in electric 2
and 3-wheeler applications. Interestingly, Banga100 got its name from a team visit to
Bangalore in 2019, where Chogori representatives worked to introduce hybrid power
and signal offers in a compact form factor. The ergonomically designed Banga100
connectors were launched in 2020 and these are currently in use by many global
players. The product range has been extended with the 180° straight plug to provide
more options in its discharge and charging applications. 

Chogori will soon launch its 90° panel keeping in mind the space limitations within
battery compartments.

Product Feature 

Mr Eddie Teo – eddie@chogoriasia.com.sg I Ms Elena Su – elena@chogori-tech.com

About Chogori

Enquiries

Banga 100 Connector for Electric 2W and 3W Applications
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BRIGHTBLU EXPORTING MADE IN
INDIA CHARGERS TO EUROPE

Mumbai based charging solutions company BrightBlu is among
the very few players in the Indian market who are manufacturing
and exporting the made in India electric vehicle charges or EVSEs
to Europe. We caught up with Co-Founder and CEO Wybren van
der Vaart to find out more about their work.

What is BrightBlu's core offering in
the EVSE space?

BrightBlu offers intelligent AC charging
solutions with a power output
between 3.7-22kW. Important to note is
that the entire design of the charger, right
from the charge control unit (responsible
for the control of the charger,
communication between car & charger,
charger & grid, charger and online back-
end) is entirely done in-house here in
India. In other words, all the hardware,
firmware and software has been
developed all in-house. 

What is your scale of operations
in India and globally? 

We are currently supplying to Charge
Point Operators, automotive OEMs,
reseller/installers in India and are
growing double digits month-on-month. 

We started with our first exports in
mid-2020 (right in the middle of the
pandemic) to the Netherlands and
have currently also started selling
chargers in the UK market. 

What factors prompted you to focus on exports?

BRIGHTBLU as a company possesses several unique features. On the one hand, we have
deep roots in one of the most advanced charging markets in the world through some of
our team as well as through various shareholders who are from there and who have
worked at some of the world's leading EV companies such as Tesla, EVBox and
NewMotion to name a few. So our understanding of market requirements, technical
features was already very deep. On the other hand, we have strong roots in India as well
have our R&D and manufacturing based here in India. This automatically leads to a cost
advantage on many levels. 

To sum it up, we can provide quality charging hardware at the right cost coupled with
the right service.
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What are your strengths on the product manufacturing side? 

A couple of things. The fact that we have developed the technology in house (and are
not trading chargers or buying core parts of the technology from outside vendors)
allows us to be flexible in terms of responding to demands from our clients. 

Secondly, this same aspect also allows us to shift gears quickly in case there are
supply chain shortages or the current global shipping issues - we can replace
components or adapt to changing market conditions - this enables us to deliver fast to
our clients. We have seen that especially in a time like this, that is a huge competitive
advantage. 

Can you share any specific challenges and advantages with respect to
making the product in India? 

Advantages - India has an incredibly broad and deep pool of talented engineers both
in the software as well as hardware domains coupled with a great work ethic. At the
same time, the cost is still manageable. 

Challenges- There have been plenty. India is not (yet) a very hardware/product-centric
country and as such brings various challenges with building and bringing to market a
new product. In short: the hardware/product ecosystem is definitely underdeveloped
compared to the software ecosystem, which is extremely well developed in India.
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UK based start-up ZipCharge has
introduced a portable EV
charger. This is a power bank that
works with any electric vehicle with
a Type 2 socket using a standard
Type 2 cable. It also has a regular
power socket for output. The team
expects to deliver the first units in
the UK at the start of 2023. This is
a bootstrapped start-up looking to
raise an initial round of investment. 

Kolkata based automotive supplier Ramkrishna Forgings Limited and Massachusetts
based technology company ePROPELLED have joined hands to develop eAxle
products based on the latter's patented Dynamic Torque Switching technology. The
companies have developed product specifications for motors, controllers, and
software for propulsion systems up to 15kW for the motorbike, three-wheeler, and
light four-wheeler markets. 

Kalyani Powertrain Ltd (KPL), a subsidiary of Bharat Forge, increased its investment
in electric motorcycle maker Tork Motors to 60.66 per cent through converting
debentures into equity shares. Bharat Forge is reportedly planning to consolidate its
electric vehicle business activities under KPL.

Ashok Leyland will transfer its electric vehicles business to its step-down subsidiary,
Switch Mobility Automotive Ltd, India, for INR 240 crore on a slump sale basis. Also,
the eMaaS business will be transferred to Ohm Global Mobility Pvt Ltd, India, a step-
down subsidiary of Hinduja Automotive Ltd, UK, for INR 65 crores.

Adani Electricity has partnered with Chartered Bikes to provide clean last-mile
delivery solutions. Initially, 50 low speed electric bikes operated by Chartered Bikes have
been launched in the eastern suburb of Powai. These two-wheelers can be accessed
by delivery partners of all e-commerce, food aggregator and delivery platforms. Adani
Electricity said they will offer the infrastructure and charging stations powered by
renewable energy to fuel these electric bikes.
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UNDERSTANDING A LITHIUM-ION
CELL DATA SHEET
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In this write-up, Rahul Bollini explains how to understand cell specification
and what do the different terms and values on a cell datasheet mean.
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Nominal Capacity

For reference, we have taken the datasheet of 80Ah LFP prismatic cell from Great
Power. This 80Ah cell is regularly imported in India and popularly used in e-rickshaw
applications. The terms on the datasheet are explained below.

It is the rated capacity of the cell at a particular C rate of discharge. In this case, the
nominal capacity of the cell is 80Ah at 0.5C discharge capacity. If the cell is discharged at
a higher C rating, it has lower Ah and vice versa.

Minimum Capacity

It is the guaranteed capacity the cell will have at a particular C rate of discharge. In this
case, the minimum capacity of the cell is 80Ah at 0.5C discharge rating. Minimum
capacity of a cell is generally lower than or equal to the nominal capacity of the cell.

Nominal Voltage

It is the average voltage delivered by the cell during discharge. Lithium-ion cells don’t
have a steady voltage profile. An LFP cell discharges from 3.60V – 3.65V (depends on the
cell brand) to close to 3.2V and offers a flat voltage curve during discharge, and then
goes all the way down to 2.5V. On the other hand, an NMC cell discharges from 4.20V –
4.25V (depends on the cell brand) and has a falling curve and goes all the way to 2.75V.
The industry standard for nominal voltage of an LFP cell is 3.2V. For NMC cells, it is 3.60V
or 3.70V, depending on the cell manufacturer.

https://evreporter.com/
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 Also known as the lower cut-off voltage of a cell, it is the voltage level at which the cell
needs to be stopped from further discharging. It is usually recommended by the cell
manufacturer, but battery pack companies tend to set their lower cut-off voltage
depending on the depth of discharge planned for their battery packs. Manufacturer
recommended lower cut-off voltage for an LFP cell is 2.50V, and for an NMC cell is 2.75V. 

Discharging the cells below this voltage can increase the irreversible capacity
degradation and lead to lower cycle life and calendar life. It can also lead to swelling of
pouch cells, bulging of prismatic cells and leakage at the positive terminals of the
cylindrical cells. 
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Charge Voltage Cut-off

It is the maximum voltage of a cell to which a cell should be charged. The charge voltage
cutoff for an LFP cell is 3.60V – 3.65V, and for an NMC cell, it is 4.20V – 4.25V. Cells in a
battery pack must use a BMS (Battery Management System) that cuts off the cells once
charged up to this voltage. If the cells are charged beyond this voltage, it can lead to
thermal runaway. The NMC cells tend to catch fire after reaching 80°C. 

A common reason for cells experiencing thermal runaway is BMS failure leading to
overcharging (during charging), temperature sensors of the BMS failing to detect the
rising temperature of the battery pack or due to internal short-circuit of the cell.

It is the recommended charging method for a cell to achieve a maximum cycle life. It is
mentioned either in C rating or Amperes. In this case, it's 0.5C. It means the standard
charging current for this cell is 40A (0.5x80A) in constant current mode until it reaches
3.65V, and after that, it should be charged in constant voltage mode. Charging the cell at
a lower charging current than the standard charging current can lead to higher cycle life. 

Please note that every Lithium-ion battery needs to be charged using a CC-CV
charger only.

Discharge Voltage Cut-off

Standard Charging Method
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Internal resistance refers to the resistance by the cells to the flow of current, which
results in the generation of heat. It is measured in mΩ. The lower the internal
resistance of a cell, the more continuous discharge current the cell can provide and the
faster the cell can charge.
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Standard Discharging Method

It is the recommended discharging method for a cell to achieve a maximum cycle life. In
this case, it is mentioned as 0.5C, meaning the standard discharging current for the cell
is 40A until the cell reaches its lower cut-off voltage. Discharging the cell at a lower
current than standard discharging current can lead to higher cycle life.

Internal Resistance (IR) or Impedance

A cell of particular chemistry and a particular capacity has an industry standard
value for internal resistance. Any value below this standard value would mean
the cells are EV grade and any value above this standard value would mean the
cells are ESS/Solar grade. In this case, it is ≤0.7mΩ. According to the industry
standard, this 80Ah LFP cell with ≤0.7mΩ is an EV grade cell.

The weight of a cell matters a lot, especially for an EV application, as it directly affects
the gravimetric energy density (measured in Wh/Kg) of a battery pack. NMC cells have
better gravimetric energy density as compared to LFP cells. The lower weight of the
cells can reduce the overall weight of the battery pack and lead to a higher range for
the EV using the same capacity and voltage of the battery pack (measured in Wh/Km).

Weight
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Dimensions of a cell affect the volumetric energy density (measured in Wh/L) of a
battery pack. It is the main criteria when a particular capacity and/or voltage of a
battery needs to fit in given volume space. More capacity and/or voltage of a battery
pack means higher range for an electric vehicle. It is the reason why NMC cells are
preferred over LFP cells in electric 2 wheelers and electric cars. These applications
have limited volume space to fit the battery, but end-users expect a high range.

Dimensions

Operation Temperature

Operating temperature of Lithium-ion cells affects the cycle life and calendar life of the
battery pack. The standard operation temperature for a Lithium-ion cell is 25°C, and a
rise in the operation temperature can reduce the battery pack's cycle life and calendar
life. Since Indian conditions can not offer 25°C temperature through the year, it
becomes a challenge for EV battery packs to provide a good cycle life.

In this case, the operating temperature range for the cell during charging is 0°C to
45°C, and during discharging, it is -20°C to 55°C. EV battery packers have to opt for
BTMS (Battery Thermal Management System). 

Popularly used BTMS across the world are air-cooling (using fans), indirect contact
liquid cooling (liquid passed through heat absorbing pipes touching the surface of the
cells), etc. However, BTMS is not popularly preferred by all battery pack assemblers
because it adds to the cost of the pack and takes up space, reducing the expected
range of the vehicle. 
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The cycle life of a cell is measured using its standard charging method and standard
discharging method at a standard operating temperature of 25°C. Cycle life is defined as
the number of charge-discharge cycles the cell has been through by the time it reaches
80% of the retention capacity compared to its original capacity. 

The cycle life for an NMC cell can vary between 500 – 1500 cycles, and for an LFP cell, it
can vary between 1500 – 4000 cycles depending on the application (EV or ESS), cell
manufacturer and form factor.
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Storage Temperature

Storage temperature of the cells vary depending on the time of the storage. 

Rahul Bollini is an independent R&D consultant in the field of Lithium-
ion cells and batteries. The author can be reached at
bollinienergy@gmail.com or +91 72049 57389

Cycle Life

About the author 

In this case, storage temperature is 20°C to 45°C for the first month of storage and  
 20°C to 25°C for six months. The manufacturer doesn’t recommend storing the cells for
more than six months. This data is almost similar for the majority of the cell
manufacturers and may vary based on the form factor and chemistry.
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Epsilon Advanced Materials has
entered into an MoU with C4V to
develop and qualify the large-scale
supply of synthetic anode material. This
MoU will enable the battery technology
company C4V to secure an additional
India based anode material partner to
support their soon to be submitted
application for the Indian
Government’s PLI-ACC scheme.

Epsilon and C4V will jointly develop synthetic anode materials for applications in C4V’s
lithium-ion cells and Giga scale production lines. Currently, Epsilon has a small
commercial capacity of 2500 tons per annum for anode precursor material (EMC series)
and a pilot facility for coke powder (EMP series) and graphite anodes (EMG series). The
company has ambitious plans to grow its capacities and become a full-fledged anode
maker in the global LIB supply chain.

3ev Industries, a Bengaluru-based EV startup,
has raised USD 2 Million in seed funding
from several family offices. Founded in 2019 as
a partnership between RUGGED Solar Products
Pvt Ltd and ReBatt Limited of Hong Kong, 3EV
Industries manufactures vehicles in cargo and
passenger segments along with kits to convert
conventional vehicles to electric.

eBikeGo has acquired the rights to manufacture
electric trike 'Velocipedo’ in India from Spanish
automotive company Torrot. Manufacturing to be
done in Pune. Founder and CEO of eBikeGo Irfan
Khan shared that they will enter the passenger taxi
and cargo space (50-100 kg) with Velocipedo.
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In a blog dated 12th June 2014, Tesla CEO Elon Musk announced
Tesla’s patent pledge - “Tesla will not initiate patent lawsuits against
anyone who, in good faith, wants to use our technology”. Govind
Kedia, Managing Director at Arctic Invent, discusses some
patents that fall under the pledge and reviews Tesla’s patent portfolio.

LOOKING INTO TESLA PATENT
PORTFOLIO
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The above pledge by Tesla does not clearly state the waiver of any patent rights. In
simpler terms, the pledge means that Tesla won’t sue others for using its patents for
advancing their technology with good intentions. Tesla, including its subsidiaries, has
filed more than 3000 patents all over the world. For this article, we have narrowed
our analysis to 1025 patent families relating to EVs. A patent family has multiple patents
in many countries or a single patent protecting the same invention.

The broad technology distribution of the patent families analysed

107 patent families focus on battery management systems.

351 patent families relate to electric vehicle sub-components such as charging,
electric motor etc.

451 patent families are regarding inventions on battery systems. These include
battery technology, structure and assemblies, etc.

248 patent families discuss use of solar energy for energy generation and storage.

Some of the top cited patents

US7923144B2 - Tunable frangible battery pack system

One of the most notable patents that Tesla opened for technology sharing is this US
granted patent. Battery makers like Gogoro and automakers like BMW, Hyundai
have also cited this patent in their inventions. The no. of citations of this patent
amount to 319. Tesla Motors, the initial assignee of the patent application, filed it in
March 2007. With term adjustments, the patent is likely to expire in February 2030.
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There are chances of electrocution
when a battery fitted in an EV
encounters extreme mechanical or
thermal force. The patent talks about a
frangible (breakable) system for
disconnecting the battery structure in
such an event. It uses an aluminium
alloy as the conducting wire material
with tunable properties. This wire has a
tunable diameter, length and wire path.
This helps the conductor to fracture at
known forces more than those
allowable for the battery pack.

Patent image from US7923144B2 showing a
top view of one battery cell connected to a
collector plate via a conductor in the patent
document.

US9045030B2 - System for absorbing and distributing side impact energy
utilizing an integrated battery pack

Tesla Motors Inc. filed this application
in January 2014. This is one of the
topmost cited patents, cited by 297
patent applications. Renowned car
makers Porsche, Honda, Toyota and
Ford, have also cited this patented
technology in their patents.

Patent image showing battery pack 101
mounted underneath the vehicle.

Side impact collisions pose a significant
risk to passengers' safety. Most safety
arrangements add weight for resisting
the side impact. This patent document
talks about energy absorbing and
distributing side impact system for use
in an EV. The system has a battery pack 

that includes cross-members that transverse the battery pack enclosure. It absorbs and
distributes some of the load received when either vehicle side receives a side impact.
The system gives more rigidity, strength and impact resistance to the side panel
structure. The battery pack cross-members segregate the batteries contained within the
battery pack enclosure into battery groups. Because of this segregation, the battery is
protected from thermal and mechanical damage.
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Cited 194 times by
different patents, one of
the inventors for this
patent was Tesla Motors’
co-founder Marc
Tarpenning. The patent
application is dated 18th
July 2007, and it expires in
July 2027. 

US7698078B2 - Electric vehicle communication interface

It talks about a communication interface for an EV. The interface establishes
communication between the vehicle user and the battery manufacturer through
wireless networks. The battery service provider can then share information such as the
need for replacement, any problems with the battery, etc. The invention also claims the
use of a keyfob for remotely controlling the vehicle’s start, stop, and monitoring charge.

Patent image showing schematic
view of an electric vehicle
communication interface and
associated methodology
according to the invention.

Another noteworthy patent

On 22nd September 2020, Tesla Battery Day, Tesla showcased its plans on developing
cleaner, cheaper and long-lasting batteries. Elon Musk talked about re-thinking the
whole process of making nickel-metal cathodes. A public record reveals some of
Springpower’s patents, including a PCT (Patent Cooperation Treaty) application on the
technology. All these focus on an innovative method of making cathode materials for
Lithium-ion batteries. These patents were later assigned to Tesla Inc.

US20210013507A1 - Method to produce cathode materials for Li-ion batteries

The US patent application, US20210013507A1, was published on 14th January 2021 with
the assignment to Tesla, Inc. on 26th January. Drew Baglino, SVP, Tesla, on Tesla Battery
Day announced an innovative cathode making method that reuses water and produces
no effluent.
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Traditional manufacturing of cathodes
for EV batteries leaves water used in
the process contaminated with
harmful effluents. This patent
discloses a method of recirculating the
chemical solution. An essential feature
of the invention is to recycle the
chemical solution back to the reactor
in the precursor preparation process.
This would cut the need for an
expensive water treatment process

Two other US patent documents and a
PCT application are now assigned to
Tesla, Inc.

Patent image showing the process block
diagram from the invention.

Acquisitions, subsidiaries and their patents

In February 2017, Tesla Motors changed its name to Tesla Inc. to portray its
expansion into a range of technologies. Thus, some patents under the pledge also
include those on battery energy storage systems and solar power generation.
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Expanding its reach in sustainable energy, Tesla also acquired SolarCity in 2016. The
above graph shows the distribution of patents assigned to Tesla and its subsidiaries in
the technology space of EV and sustainable energy. Besides the ones shown are a
couple of patents belonging to or co-owned by DeepScale, another Tesla subsidiary.

Some key insights

Some notable collaborators involved in filing patents along with Tesla include:

Panasonic
Toyota Motors
Beamreach Solar Inc.
BMW - Bayerische Motoren Werke

Nishikawa Rubber
Maxwell Technologies
Nesscap

Arctic Innovation Consulting Solutions Private Limited (arcticinvent.com), provides industry specific
patent trend news and databases. In addition, they also help technology companies protect their
intellectual property via patents, trademarks, designs, and copyrights. The author can be reached at
govind@arcticinvent.com

About the author

Franz von Holzhausen, in charge of design at Tesla since 2008, is also the lead
inventor with 92 unique patent families to his name.

Scott Ira Kohn is another leading inventor of at least 42 of Tesla’s patent families.

An applicant can file a patent in a single country or many countries through the
PCT (Patent Cooperation Treaty) route. Priority country is the country of first filing
of an invention in a patent family. As one would expect, most of Tesla’s patents are
directly filed in the US. Korea, Germany and the UK remain other important
innovation hubs for Tesla. Tesla also has about 30 patents in India from
different patent families.
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The period 2015-20 saw many mergers and acquisitions relating to Tesla Inc. Among
the patents found in our analysis, some belong to acquired companies Grohmann
Engineering, Hibar Systems and Colorado-based battery start-up SilLion. Tesla has
also consolidated its battery technology domain with Maxwell Technologies.
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Category-Wise Electric Vehicle Sales, November 2021
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M-O-M increase of 17% for High Speed E-2W

High-Speed E- 2Wheeler Sales Trend by OEM, Nov 2021

Total Registered Electric Vehicle Sales - Oct '21 - 38,685 | Nov '21 - 42,055

Note: Data excludes low-speed Electric 2Wheelers

Note: Others include Tractors,
Forklifts, Adapted Vehicles, etc.
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M-O-M decrease of 1% for L3 Category E-3W

M-O-M increase of 24% for L5 Category E-3W

Note: For L3 category 3 Wheelers, top 10 OEM Manufacturers contribute to only 42% of sales in November 2021.
Source: Vaahan Dashboard

Disclaimer
Data as per 1376 out of 1589 RTOs across 33 out of 37 state/UTs. The aim of these graphs is to represent an overall
trend of the new EV registrations in the country.

Electric 3W Sales Trend by OEM, Nov 2021
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